Art Grows Here
2021
ART INSTALLATIONS
1. Kate Bowers, Jane Bowers, Sarah Corvene, 132 Main St.,

Wenham, MA 01984; Wennie
2. Michael Kilburn, 132 Main St., Wenham, MA 01984,
Benchworm
3. Vincent Deno, 13 Friend Court, Wenham, MA 01984,
Chowder's Garden
4. *Sharen Kline & Samantha Lenocker, 32 Hull Street,
Wenham, MA 01984, Kindness Grows Here
5. *Libby Collins, 58 Walnut Road, S. Hamilton , MA 01982;
Nature Scapes
6. Laura Studley, 23 Meyer Road, Hamilton, MA 01982,
Summer Igloo
7. Farrell Family, 15 Hamilton Ave., S. Hamilton, MA 01982;
The Art of Giving
8. *Shelby Thompson, 16 Hamilton Avenue, Hamilton, MA
01982; Daisy
9. Timothy Neill, 15 Rust Street, Hamilton, MA 01982,
Guitar
10. Jennifer Stein, 30 Union St, South Hamilton, MA 01982,
Untitled (upcycled toys turned into furniture)
11. Riley Sullivan, 74 Union St., Hamilton, MA, 01982; Let's
Go, Boston!
12. *Jose Family, 32 Garfield Ave., South Hamilton, MA
01982, Life Without Geometry Would Be Pointless: Part 2
13. Susan Henderson, 6 Pleasant Ave., S. Hamilton, MA
01982, Overflowing Love
14. *Asbury Grove Youth Chapel Program (Sandy Meade), 18
Clark Ave., South Hamilton (Asbury Grove), MA 01982,
The Solid Rock Trail
15. Cindy Purdy & Kathy Croughwell, 194 Lake Drive,
Hamilton, MA 01982, Anything Goes
16. *Sandy Dorato, 132 Main St., Wenham, MA 01984,
Animal Crossing

*Special thanks to those who contributed to the
Wenham Museum's Art Grows Here project.
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Wenham Museum: Current Exhibits
Dance, Run, Jump!
Main Galleries
A hands-on exhibit that lets visitors experience the
equestrian competition known as eventing, or the threeday-event. You and your horse can: run cross-country,
jumping over amazing obstacles; dance while learning
about the ancient art of dressage; and jump with the
speed and grace of show jumping. After completing the
competition, hop up on the podium for your medal and
take care of your horse in the interactive horse care
area.
Sponsored by The Perkin Fund.

On Parade: David Clark & The Wenham Community Band
Egbert Gallery
This display celebrates the legacy of David Clark’s
passion for music and civic engagement. For three
decades the bands he founded provided music for both
celebrations and in times of of sorrow; this exhibit is a
snapshot of his dedication to that work.
In addition to the exhibit in the museum, the Wenham
Museum has taken on the responsibility of preserving
the bands’ legacy by accepting David Clark’s archive
into its collection. The Clark family donated the notes,
uniforms, schedules, and ephemera to the museum
several years ago, and it has now been fully cataloged
and made available online at https://
wenhammuseum.pastperfectonline.com/ (click on
Archives)
From Here to There: Wenham on the Move
West Gallery
Featuring dozens of photographs taken by Wenham
resident Benjamin Conant from the 1880s to the 1920s,
this exhibit focuses on the bikes, trikes, trains, trolleys,
carriages, etc. that helped people move themselves and
their things from one place to another. Although the
whole Conant photo collection records 40 years of
people, places, and things in Wenham captured on glass
plates (over 3600!), this display shows us people as they
moved from one stage of a life to another: from infants
being pushed in baby carriages, to riding their own
tricycles and bicycles, and later as they rode in trains,
trolleys, and cars. These wonderful images reveal to us
Wenham as it was – and as it changed – over decades,
giving us a little taste of the lives of the people who
came before, and how they moved from here to there.
The entire Conant collection can be viewed online at
https://wenhammuseum.pastperfectonline.com/

Color & Light & Shadows, Oh My!
Family Discovery Gallery
A companion to the All About Light exhibit (in Osgood
Gallery - see below), this fully interactive exhibit
explores how light works. Designed for our youngest
visitors to channel their inner scientists and learn how
we can manipulate light, color, and shadow, it's super
fun for everyone! See what it’s like to cast colored
shadows, layer colored gels and see how they mix and
change, how we make things glow in the "dark" of
infrared light, and much more! Some hands-on
elements will be available in individual bins sanitized
after each use, and disinfecting wipes and hand sanitizer
is available for the hands-on elements not in the bins.
Special Thanks to Ken & Jean Jones, formerly of Wenham,
Mass. and now of Peabody, Mass., for their generous
support of exhibitions in the Family Discovery Gallery.
All About Light
Osgood Gallery
All About Light explores how we made light, used light,
played with light, and protected ourselves from light
from the 17th century to the present.
From sunglasses, parasols, and sunhats to cameras,
kaleidoscopes, and candleholders, the many interesting
and entertaining objects that help us use or manipulate
light are ready for you to discover! Use the “Seek and
Find” challenge and the flashlights found in the handson interactive bins given to each visitor (sanitized for
safety after each use!) to delve deep into the display and
interact with the items for yourself.
The Museum’s collection includes examples of lighting
equipment, but there is so much more to it than lamps
and candles! Making light in order to see is only one of
the many things we do with light, and the exhibit also
includes toys that play with light, cameras that capture
light, sunglasses and parasols that protect from light,
decorations that celebrate with light, and toys and dolls
that represent all of the ways we use and change light.
Moving Towards Love: Paintings by Peter Stewart
Lobby Gallery
Local artist Peter Stewart was challenged to find a new
way to live after he lost his wife and his mother just prior
to the pandemic; he found solace in painting. Be
inspired by Peter’s art to embrace new beginnings and
to move forward towards love.
Peter’s art is available for purchase to benefit ACORD
Food Pantry of Hamilton, Massachusetts.

The Wenham Museum's

ART GROWS HERE 2021
Friday, July 30 - Sunday, August 8

AGH is a FREE, 10-day, map-guided tour of outdoor art through the
towns of Hamilton and Wenham.
Every year since 2010 the Hamilton-Wenham community has come
together to celebrate our collective creative spirit, and everyone is
welcome to participate! Amateurs, professionals, family/friend/
school groups – any creative soul – can install a work of art and add to
the tour.
AGH began as a group of friends wanting to share their art with the
community, and it's become a beloved tradition now carried on by
the Wenham Museum; as always, it’s FREE to participate and FREE to
tour!
To learn more, support us, or participate in AGH 2022, go to https://
www.wenhammuseum.org/agh/.

Image:
Sue Staten Kassirer,
Jump for Joy
AGH 2015

